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Abstract:  Because pr ev ious methods can not ident ify underlying image features from noises effectively,
t he updated image fusion schemes will be deg raded when inputs are corrupted with noise. T he per ceptual
salient image featur es often manifest some geometr ic structures, while noise dominated images are less
structured. Based on complex wavelet tr ansform, a structurization information metr ic is formulated by
means of the Von Neumann entropy. The formulated metr ic can distinguish image features fr om no ise
ver y well. During the fusion process, the metr ic is employed to weight all fusion inputs. As a result, the
per ceptual meaningful inputs are enhanced while the no ise inputs are deemphasized adaptively. Compar
ing several image fusion schemes subjectively and objectiv ely shows the good performance of the new
scheme.
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基于多尺度局部结构化信息测度的鲁棒像素级图像融合算法. 杨志, 毛士艺, 陈炜. 中国航空学
报(英文版) , 2005, 18( 4) : 352- 358.
摘  要:现有的图像融合算法不能有效区分基本图像特征和噪声, 往往在输入存在噪声时性能变
差。自然场景图像中, 视觉上显著的图像特征往往表现出一定的几何结构, 而噪声缺少结构化信
息。基于复数小波变换,利用 Von Neumann 熵推导了一个结构化信息测度, 可以有效区分噪声和
视觉上显著的图像特征。图像融合之前利用测度加权输入,从而自适应抑制噪声同时保留图像特
征。对几个图像融合方案从主、客观上进行性能比较, 显示了新方案的优越性。
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  Besides select ing the complementary modali
t ies, a good image fusion system should also be ro
bust in the actual diverse conditions. For example,
w hen an ample illumination is given, the opt ical
imagery expresses the scene and object contours
completely, but it may be no isy under fog or cloud
w eather. The inf rared modality is suitable for low
light condit ions, but after a period of raining,
w hen the heat contrast of the scene becoming too
low , there w ill be much noises in the imagery;
SAR ( Synthet ic Aperture Radar ) can penetrate
cloud and fog, obtain allday and allweather, and
especially g ive st rong reflected signals to edges of
manmade objects, but it is accompanied by high
speckle noises simultaneously . A reasonable fusion
system combines all these three modalit ies, but in
reality, the input images may contain strong noise
as w ell as useful informat ion. Because the updated
fusion algorithms can not identify noises from
meaningful image features, input noises are regard
ed as useful information and transferred into the
outputs. Petrovic et al invest ig ated the st ill image
situation primit ively[ 1] : the corrupted input as
sumed recognizable prior, and by w avelet based
adapt ive thresholding denoising, the quality of
fused result is improved. In pract ical applicat ions,
noises may come out randomly in space and time,
thus it is impossible to always know the noise dis
t ribut ion in t ime, and the pref iltering methods can
not sat isfy the actual situations.
It is observed intuit ively that the noises are al
ways chaot ic, w hile the perceptual meaningful im
age features, such as tex tures and edges, are often
composed of some geometrical structures. The
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complex w avelet t ransform decomposes the struc
tured features into vary ing directions and scales. In
this paper, based on the complex w avelet t rans
form , a informat ion metric is def ined to represent
the st ructerization level of local image informat ion.
Before image fusion, all the input images are
w eighted by the metric to enhance the image fea
tures and suppress the noise adaptively. As a result
the robustness of fusion system is improved. One
advantage of the proposed fusion scheme against
previous ones is that the preweight ing process is
completely autoadapt ive and needs not to know the
noise dist ribution in the inputs.
1  T he Local Structurization Information
Metric
As shown in the study of Ref . [ 2] , among
several mult iscale technologies, the dualt ree com
plex w avelet transform ( DTCWT ) [ 35] show s the
best performance. The DTCWT decomposes the
image into  15!,  45!,  75!six complex high
frequency bands and tw o complex low frequency
bands at every scale. Now , denote the high fre
quency bands by Dn, m , w here n= 1, ∀, 6, repre
sent 6 direct ional bands, and m = 1, ∀, L , is the
decomposit ion level. Low frequency bands are de
noted by A 1, m and A 2, m . The low frequency
bands are used to calculate all the sub bands in
higher scale. The theoret ic DTCWT decomposi
t ion diag ram of two levels is show n in Fig. 1 ( a) .
F ig. 1 ( b) show s the tw o levels DTCWT decom
posit ion of a disc image.
D 5, m
45!
D 4, m
15!
D 3, m
- 15!
D 2, m
- 45!
D 6, m
75!
D 5, m+ 1 D 4, m+ 1 D 3, m + 1 D 2, m + 1
D 6, m+ 1 A 2, m+ 1 A 1, m + 1 D 1, m + 1
D 1, m
- 75!
( a) two levels of DTCWT decomposit ion diagram
( b) two levels of DTCWT decomposition of disc ( mag
nitude)
Fig . 1  Two levels of DTCWT decomposit ion
  Based on DTCWT it is observed that the per
ceptual salient features show the follow ing structur
ization tendencies:
( 1) The magnitudes of coef ficients in a neigh
borhood w ithin every sub bands are regular to some
extent . T he regularity ref lects the geometric struc
ture of local texture or edges in the spat ial locat ion.
( 2) In a special scale, across all directional sub
bands, the decomposed coeff icients of salient fea
ture only dominate in a few directions, w hich is the
direct ional att ribute of geometric structures.
( 3) Across adjacent scales, the transformed
coeff icients of salient features vary similarly. The
amplitudes of coef ficients have the same change
rates, w hile for the decimat ion inhered in the
wavelet trees, the phase of coef ficients in smaller
scale changes tw ice faster than that in the bigger
scale.
But for noise, the above regularit ies are not so
obvious: the coeff icients in a neighborhood are of
ten disordered; for a lit t le patch of noise, the de
composed coefficients distribute in all direct ions
random ly; and across cont inuous scales, the vary
ing tendencies of coef ficients are not alw ays consis
tent w ith each other.
1. 1  The Von Neumann entropy
A metric is needed to measure the regularity of
the st ructurized informat ion and the chaot ic degree
of noise. The coef ficients in a neighborhood can be
regarded as a random system. Entropy show s the
disorder degree of the random variants w ith the
big ger value corresponding to more chaos and vice
versa. As w ell know n, the image is a typical
Markov system, and there are complex relat ion
ships among neighboring pixels, so the Shannon
entropy in conventional informat ion theory can not
be calculated readily. In quantum informat ion the
ory, the informat ion metric # Von Neumann en
t ropy can be computed readily. In this paper, a
metric is formulated by means of Von Neumann
entropy to measure the regularity of local image in
format ion.
A quantum system is described by ensemble
{ | i∃, p i } , w here | i∃ is a normalized vector in a
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complex H ilbert space, named quantum state, i=
1, ∀, K , and p i is the probability assigned to state
| i∃, which ref lects the deg ree of certainty or un
certainty about that state and sat isfies &
i
p i = 1.
According to quantum information theory
[ 6, 7]
, the
quantum system denoted by{ | i∃, p i } can be rep
resented by the density matrix completely, w hich
is def ined as
= &
i
p i i∃∋i (1)
T here are many dif ferent ensembles { | i∃, p i } ,
w hich give rise to the same density matrix . Gener
ally, the ensembles corresponding to the same 
have different Shannon entropies. T he Von Neu
mann entropy def ines the smallest Shannon entropy
among all the decompositions. Therefore according
to the mio imum entropy principle[ 8] , the Von
Neumann entropy is a reasonable metric in evaluat
ing system( s complexity. T he Von Neumann en
t ropy is def ined by
S ( ) = - Tr( log d) (2)
From Eq. ( 1) , it can be known that the density
matrix  is a positive Hermit ian operator w ith unit
trace. So it has an orthonormal basis of eigenstates
|  j∃, w hose corresponding eigenvalues !j are also
nonnegative and sum to 1. T hen the density matrix
has the follow ing diagonal form
= &d
j = 1
!j  j∃∋ j (3)
Combining Eq. ( 2) and Eq. ( 3) , it can be formu
lated that the Von Neumann entropy has the fol
low ing simple form
S ( ) = - &d
j = 1
!j log d!j (4)
  Based on DTCWT, four Von Neumann en
t ropies are def ined: the st ructurizat ion informat ion
entropy in local spatial neighborhood, the structur
ization informat ion entropy across direct ions, the
st ructurizat ion informat ion entropies of amplitudes
and phases across scales. The def ined entropies re
f lect the regularit ies of four kinds of st ructurizat ion
informat ion.
1. 2  Structurization information entropy in spa
tial neighborhood
In sub band Dn, m , considering the neighbor
hood w ) w centered at coefficient Dn, m ( n ) , ev
ery pix el( s modulus is as a random variant . In the
same scale m , six directional coefficients corre
sponding to the same locat ion ni
1
are looked as six
samples of the same random variant to form a 6
component observation vector. In this w ay, the
w
2 6component observ at ion vectors Ni
1
are formed
in the neighborhood, i 1= 1, ∀, w 2. Every obser
vat ion vector is normalized to mean zero unit leng th
as
Vi
1
=
Ni
1
- E ( Ni
1
)
∗Ni
1
- E( Ni
1
) ∗2 (5)
  According to Sect ion 2. 1, a quantum informa
t ion source is constructed and denoted by ensemble
{ | V i
1
∃, p i
1
} , i 1= 1, ∀, w 2. Eq. ( 5) means all
the | V i
1
∃ are of equal strength, and the same im
portance is assigned to every pixel in the neighbor
hood, so all the quantum states have the same
probability, namely p i
1
= 1/ w
2
. Up to now , the
density matrix of the quantum informat ion source
can be computed by Eq. ( 1) , and then the Von
Neumann entropy can be calculated by Eq. ( 3) and
Eq. ( 4) . T he calculated Von Neumann entropy,
denoted by E 1, m ( n ) , is reg ard as the structuriza
t ion metric of local image located in scale m , spa
t ial posit ion n.
1. 3  Structurization information entropy across
directions
In scale m direct ion n, the coef ficient at
locat ion n Dn, m ( n ) is as a random variant. In the
neighborhood w ) w centered at n , all the w 2 co
eff icients are looked as samples of the random vari
ant to form a w 2component observat ion vector.
There are six directional sub bands, so there are six
w
2component observat ion vectors corresponding to
the same location, denoted by Oi
2
, i 2= 1, ∀, 6.
In the same w ay as in Sect ion 2. 2, a Von Neu
mann entropy is calculated, denoted by E 2, m ( n) .
The entropy is regarded as the structurization met
ric of local image in scale m , across direct ions.
1. 4  Structurization information entropies across
scales
Consider the adjacent scales m- 1, m , m+ 1,
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and neighborhoods w ) w centered at Dn, l ( n ) ,
w here l = m - 1, m , m + 1. At the highest and
the lowest levels, there are only two adjacent
scales. First the scales m - 1 and m+ 1 are regu
lated to the same resolut ion as scale m by bilinear
interpolation, and then the phases are enlarged in
big ger scale tw o t imes and the phases are reduced
in smaller scale half as the origins. By this manipu
lat ion, the varying rates of amplitudes and phases
in cont inuous scales are consistent for perceptual
salient features. Based on the rect if ied bands, the
coeff icient at locat ion n Dn, m ( n ) is as a random
variant. In the neighborhood w ) w centered at
n, all the w 2 coeff icients are looked as samples of
the random variant, to form tw o w 2component
observat ion vectors, namely Um ( amplitude vector)
and Pm ( phase vector ) . Across adjacent scales,
there are three w 2component observat ion vectors
Ui
3
, i 3= 1, 2, 3, and three w
2component obser
vation vectors, P i
4
, i 4= 1, 2, 3. Follow ing the
same w ay as in Sect ion 2. 2, compute tw o Von
Neumann entropies denoted as E3, m ( n) and E 4, m
( n) to represent the structurizat ion deg rees of the
amplitudes and phases of local coeff icients respec
t ively at locat ion n across scales.
2  Robust Image Fusion Algorithm
Eq. ( 4) shows that the above four def ined en
t ropies are f rom 0 to 1. According to Eq. ( 1) and
Eq. ( 3) , w hen all the quantum states are identical,
the density matrix has only one eigenvector, w ith
the corresponding eigenvalue being 1. From Eq.
( 4) , the Von Neumann entropy is 0, w hich means
that the quantum informat ion source is a def inite
st ructure. When all the quantum states are inde
pendent completely, for example, mutual orthogo
nal, the density matrix has d ident ical eigenvalues.
From Eq. ( 4) , the Von Neumann entropy is max i
mum, which means that the quantum informat ion
source is most chaot ic. Eq. ( 6) is defined to mea
sure the structurization deg ree of local image in
scale m , at spat ial position n
M m( n) = (1 - E 1, m( n) ) (1 - E 2, m( n ) ) %
( 1- E3, m ( n) ) (1- E 4, m ( n) ) ( 6)
  T his is a value rang ing f rom 0 to 1, the more
the local image more tends to a geometric struc
ture, the less the local image tends to noise. Thus
the Mm ( n) measures the degree of local image be
ing perceptual salient feature. Before the image fu
sion, all the input images are w eight w ith their
Mm ( n ) respectively, as a result the fusion output
is more robust to noises. The preweighting process
is conducted in individual sub bands as follows
Sx , m , n ( n) = Dx , m , n ( n) Wx , m( n) ( 7)
where x = 1, ∀, N , N is the number of inputs,
and
Wx , m =
[ M x , m( n ) ]
k
&
x
[ M x , m ( n) ]
k (8)
where k is a real positive number. Based on the
DTCWT, all the DTCWT based fusion algo
rithms can readily be adapted to robust algorithms,
and the fused image equals to the reverse DTCWT
( Fusion Rule ( S 1, ∀, SN ) ) . For other kind of fu
sion algorithms, w eighted coeff icients can be f irst
synthesized by reverse DTCWT, then the rectified
input images are fused.
3  Analyzing of t he Robustness of Fusion
Algorithms
T hree experiments are designed to compare
the new scheme w ith the previous ones. In every
experiment, three basic fusion rules are employed:
Maximum Select ion ( MS ) [ 9] , Weighted Average
( WA )
[ 10]
and Window Based Verif icat ion
( WBV) [ 11] . With the raw DTCWT coeff icients,
Pet rovic denoised DTCWT coeff icients as in Ref.
[ 5] and the proposed preweighted DTCWT coef
f icients. Seven algorithms are formed as in Table
1. Because the structurization metric has already
considered the relationship among pixels in a local
region, the proposed Algorithm 7 only use the MS
fusion rule. All the DTCWT coeff icients are de
composed to 4 levels. T he size of the neighborhood
window is 5 ) 5, and the fusion inputs are
grayscale images at 8 bpp.
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Table 1  The algorithms employed in this paper
MS WA WBV
Raw DTCWT
coef ficients
Algorithm 1 Algorithm 2 Algorithm 3
Petrovic method[1] Algorithm 4 Algorithm 5 Algorithm 6
Weighted DTCWT
coef ficients
Algorithm 7
Fig . 2 shows the simulat ion results of Experi
ment 1. Fig. 2 ( a) is the original optical image,
F ig. 2( b) is the SAR image, and Figs. 2( c) to 2( i)
are fusion results of the seven algorithms listed in
T able 1 respect ively. The simulat ion results show
that , in Algorithms 1 to 3, the objects in the low
left region of SAR image are transferred into the
outputs but the details in the upright region in op
t ical image are also blurred by the speckle noise
from the SAR image simultaneously, thus the fu
sion results are not so desirable. Algorithms 4 to 6
improve the results only slight ly. Only the pro
posed algorithm g ives the satisfactory result w ith
both the opt ical details and SAR objects being pre
served completely.
Fig . 2  Results of Exper iment 1
  In the follow ing second experiment , there are
three multispectral bands and an art ificial Gauss
noise image with mean 128 and standard deviat ion
30. Fig. 3( a) to Fig. 3( c) show that different ter
rains like buildings, river, roads and other tex tural
features are represented in different bands respec
t ively. In the following third experiment , it w ill be
shown that Alg orithms 1 to 3 perform similarly and
Algorithms 4 to 6 have similar performance. Be
cause of the const raint space here only the result of
Algorithm 7 is compared w ith Algorithms 1 and 4.
Fig. 3( e) shows the three mult ispect ral bands fu
sion output as the ideal fusion result . F rom the fu
sion results it can be seen that w hen some inputs
are corrupted w ith noise by convent ional fusion
methods, the salient features f rom clean inputs are
blurred by noisy inputs. The Petrovic method im
proves fusion performance slight ly . Comparing the
result of method 7 w ith the ideal output in Fig. 3
( e) suggests that the proposed method almost sup
presses no ise completely, and the salient features in
the inputs are preserved very well. For example,
despite the noise input , the tex ture in the lowright
region of band 1 is very clear in the result of Fig. 3
( h) , but this is not observed by using other meth
ods.
T he performance of the new scheme has been
compareded subject ively by tw o experiments. In
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Fig . 3 Results of Exper iment 2
the follow ing third experiment , the robustnesses of
algorithms w ill be analyzed objectively. Select the
standard + Goldhill, image as the ideal result . F irst
a series of Gauss images with varying variance are
generated, then these noises are fused w ith + Gold
hill, by the algorithms listed in Table 1. F inally
the performances of individual methods are evaluat
ed by the two measures of Peak SignaltoNoise
Rat io ( PSNR) and M utual Informat ion ( M I ) .
T he PSNR denotes the capability of noise suppress
ing of the algorithm and the M I reflects how much
informat ion are t ransferred from input to output by
the method. The tw o quantitat ive results are
shown in Fig . 4. The curves show that w ith the in
crease of noise in the fusion input images, the per
formance of convent ional methods deg raded rapid
ly. T he Algorithms 4 to 6 show a litt le better re
sults than their tradit ional ones, but the improve
ment is very limited. The curves of Algorithm 7
tell that the proposed fusion scheme both in sup
pressing noises and preserving salient features are
very w ell even in bad condit ions like heavy noisy
input , and its performance is obviously far superior
to other methods. The curves in Fig. 4 also mani
fest that Algorithms 1 to 3 perform similarly and so
as to Alg orithms 4 to 6. To see the fusion results
subject ively in this experiment further, Fig. 5
shows the results of fusing + Goldhill, and the noise
with standard deviat ion 45. F ig . 5( a) is the stan
dard + Goldhill,, Fig. 5 ( b) is the result of algo
rithm 1, F ig. 5( c) is the result of algorithm 4 and
Fig. 5( d) is the result of the proposed method.
( a) PSNR curves of the proposed algorithm in compar i
son w ith sever al traditional ones
( b) M I curves of the proposed algorithm in compar ison
with several tradit ional ones
Fig. 4  Objective comparisons of the 7 algorithms
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Fig . 5 Results of Exper iment 3
4  Conclusions
An actual image fusion system may come upon
many unexpected situations. When there are noises
in the inputs, the traditional methods select fea
tures only by the intensity of individual pixels,
thus can not ident ify noises f rom perceptual salient
features. As a result , the st rong noises are regard
ed as meaning ful informat ion and transferred to the
output to spoil the fusion result. The perceptual
meaningful features are generally composed of some
geometric st ructures, w hile the noises are often
disordered. The DTCWT decompose image fea
tures into varying scales and direct ions. Based on
DTCWT, the coeff icients of salient features mani
fest structurization tendencies in spat ial neighbor
hood, across direct ional bands and adjacent scales,
but the three representations of no ises are all chaot
ic. In this paper, the local DTCWT coeff icients
are looked as a quantum informat ion system. Four
Von Neumann entropies w ere def ined to represent
the regularities of four kinds of st ructurizat ion im
format ion. The four entropies w ork corporately to
form a metric. Before image fusion, all input im
ages are preweighted w ith their metric to suppress
noises and enhance image features adapt ively. With
three experiments, the performance of new scheme
is evaluated both subjectively and object ively. The
simulation results show that the proposed method
can ident ify the salient features from noises very
well and the presented fusion scheme performs ro
bustly even under heavy noisy inputs.
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